Unlocking Finance: Cross border Adaptation in the Horn of Africa

Date: 8th Sept. 2023
Time: 15:00 – 16.00 PM

The specific objectives of the side event are to:

1. Highlight the cascading climate risks which threaten cross-border climate adaptation and peace and security.
2. Showcase and discuss successful initiatives and opportunities which could benefit from a transboundary investment approach which could be scaled up through GCF funding.
3. Explore challenges which exist in deploying transboundary investments and highlight possible domestic solutions to adaptation financing in the most vulnerable regions, such as the Horn of Africa.

The AGNES Africa is a not-for-profit continental think tank of African experts and practitioners that provides evidence-based technical support to the African Governments and the African Group of Negotiators (AGN) that enhance effective engagement in the international and national climate change policy formulation, implementation and decision making.

Come and join us!
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